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NIX.CZ among Europe’s Top 10
in Data Transmission Rate

On Sunday 21st September, shortly before 7 p.m., the Czech peering node NIX.CZ
registered a new maximum value in data transfer. The new record is 306.9 Gbps,
making the Czech peering node one of only nine European IXPs that have been
able to cross the 300 Gbps threshold.
“Recently we have been watching the
amount of data flowing through our
node with growing interest. Thanks especially to the number of recently connected foreign networks and their activities the magic line of 300 Gbps could

have been crossed at any moment. This
event has placed us among the nine
European peering nodes that have been
able to surpass the 300 Gbps threshold,” said Martin Semrád, Director of the
Czech peering node.
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Update on the FENIX Project:
New Website and Members
In mid-September, NIX.CZ Association
unveiled a new website dedicated to the
FENIX Project. The new domain fe.nix.cz
oﬀers all the necessary information about
the security project, including instructions on how to join, marketing opportunities, and information about its current
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members. Since the previous issue of
this newsletter, the project has welcomed
two new members: ACTIVE 24, CESNET,
CZ.NIC, Dial Telecom, Seznam.cz and O2
Czech Republic have been joined by two
new organizations, Casablanca INT and
ČD – Telematika.
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SITEL s. r. o.
provides services
via a partnership
with NIX.CZ
in Bratislava,
Slovakia.

NIX.CZ Association becomes
a Partner of the European
Peering Forum

F

or the first time, the Czech peering
node became one of the partners of
this year’s European Peering Forum
(EPF), which took place at the end of
September in Split, Croatia. During the
conference, the executive director of NIX.
CZ Martin Semrád delivered a lecture, in
which he presented the activities of the

Association, focusing especially on the
security project FENIX. Coincidentally, his
presentation took place shortly after the
NIX.CZ node broke the magical 300 Gbps
limit, thus reaching its new record in the
amount of data transmitted – wonderful
news that Semrád had the pleasure to
announce to the conference participants.

SITEL s. r. o. was established in 1993
exclusively as a provider of services
in the construction of metallic and
optical fibre networks. Nowadays
the scope of activities of SITEL can
be best characterized by its name
(Company for construction of integrated telecommunication), as it
provides a wide range of services
such as design, implementation and
maintenance of telecommunication
technologies.
SITEL operates the first neutral data
centre in Slovakia at SITELPOP, which
became the most important interconnection node, and owns the
SITELNET, metro fibre network, supported by 7/24 FLM service.
SITEL ranks among Slovakia’s major suppliers of telecommunication
technology and provides services to
the country’s leading data and telecommunication suppliers.

Registration for the 3rd
Peering Day Now Open

Via the NIX.CZ Partner Programme,
SITEL oﬀers dedicated transmission
capacity at SITELPOP, Bratislava with
port capacities 1, 2 and 4 GB, furthermore it provides the following bundle services: colocation and metropolitan fibre access.
Lubo Cheben, SITEL’s sales director,
says: “NIX.CZ’s Partner Programme
is an appreciated service, which
complements the range of services
provided to our customers.”

A

t the end of last month, NIX.CZ together with its partners from VIX.
at opened registration for the third
annual CEE Peering Day conference,
which will take place on 18th–19th March
2015 in Bratislava, Slovakia.
In organizing next year’s conference, we
are joined by RIPE NCC as the guarantor
nix.cz

of workshops focusing on technology.
In addition to interesting lectures and
panel discussions, the conference will
also include bilateral meetings. The total
number of places remains at 250 and 40
places will be reserved for workshop participants. All necessary information including the conference schedule is available online at: www.peeringday.eu.
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